Why do Gays hate Bisexuals?

Not all gay people hate bisexuals. I'm bisexual myself and i see where you're coming from. Some gay people just think that bi people can't make their minds up and are greedy. They don't understand that bisexuals are just simply attracted to both girls and guys. Its sad really :/

No, you're wrong, gay people really do hate bi people, and they will do all kinds of things just to make your life completely miserable. Don't really know why. I used to be cool with gay people, but after years of having horrible experiences with them, I have decided to completely cut off any gay people from my life. There's something wrong with that community and I just do not ever want to be around, work with, nor associate with them whatsoever. The funny thing is, all of my bisexual friends have always warned me of this, and I decided not to listen to them, mostly because I found a lesbian attractive, and wondered, what it would be like to pursue a relationship with a lesbian. That was so wrong. It started with messing around with someone that I did not like at all, to see how the lesbian thing went, and then to attempt to pursue a real relationship with someone that I was attracted too. But, as has happened to many of my bi friends, and as had been warned by all bi women, " a bisexual female should never under any circumstances pursue any type of relationship with a lesbian ". There is something wrong with the gay community. I've never understood that. All my bi friends have always made the same complaint, that being irrespective of whether they were in long term same sex relationships. This is why bi women will only date/mess around with other bi women. Lesbians are just utterly weird. Gays are just well, off to me. I don't find straight people to be normal either. I prefer other like minded bi people, but really just don't get gays, and can handle straights but honestly they make me somewhat uncomfortable as well.